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Outline

• Projects: Belle II, BESIII 

• Mediators: 
  - Vector 
  - Scalar 
  - Neutrino 
  - Axion-like particles 

• Long-lived / invisible particles 

• Not a complete survey of all possible analyses. 
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LOIs

• I know of two in preparation: 

• “Dark sector studies at Belle II”, Belle II collaboration 

• “Long lived particles at Belle II”, S. Dreyer, T. Ferber, 
A. Filimonova, C. Hearty, S. Longo, R. Schaefer,  
K. Trabelsi, S. Westhoff, and J. Zupan 

• This presentation also uses material from BESIII, including  
“Future Physics Programme of BESIII”, Chinese Physics C 
Vol. 44, No. 4 (2020) 040001  
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Projects
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Belle II

• Upgrade of Belle, located at the SuperKEKB e+e- collider 
at KEK, Tsukuba, Japan. Will search for deviations from 
the Standard Model in a wide range of final states. 
  - asymmetries (CP violation), rare decays, forbidden 
decays, direct production of new particles. 
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• Update plan (Roadmap 2020)

SuperKEKB Roadmap2020

• Peak luminosity ~6E35 cm-2s-1 in ~2028
• Integrated luminosity 50 ab-1 in ~2030 

(40 ab-1 in ~2029)
• PXD exchange in 2021~2022
• IR (QCS and its beam pipes etc.) 

upgrade in 2026
• Partial RF-power upgrade (2 stations) 

in 2026
• by

*=0.3 mm in 2026 after IR upgrade, 
and ~0.5 mm before that

• Max. beam currents: LER 2.8 A, HER 
2.0 A (1761 bunches) in 2027

• Basically, 8 moths’ operation per year.
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[Investment in equipment]
• QCS and its beam pipes etc.
• Partial RF-power upgrade (2 stations)
• Beam collimator upgrade
• Linac upgrade
• Belle II upgrade

Int. lum
inosity [ab

-1]

*QCS:
Superconducting final focusing quadrupole magnet

peak luminosity 
 in 2029

50 ab-1 in 2030; 
50× Belle

long shut to upgrade 
vertex det.; dataset > Belle

New final focus 
dataset >10x BelleSuperKEKB record 

luminosity
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BESIII

• BESIII has recorded 30 fb-1 of data at the BECPII e+e- 
collider since 2009. Includes 1010 J/ψ.   

• Main physics focus is hadronic physics, including charm, 
charmonium, and XYZ states.  

• Plan is to collect 56 fb-1 more data over the next 10 
years, with some detector upgrades. In particular: 
    ψ(3686) 0.67 fb-1 (0.45 billion) → 4.5 fb-1 (3.0 billion) 
    ψ(3770) 2.9 fb-1                      → 20 fb-1 
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Vector mediator
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Invisible decays of the dark photon A′: 
“single photon” analysis

• Monoenergetic photon, if A′ is on shell.  
  - offshell case  is difficult.e+e− → γχχ

8

BaBar collab, PRL 119, 131804 (2017) 

Belle II projection from PTEP 2019, 123C01 (2019)

• BESIII will add single γ trigger for 20 fb-1 ψ(3770) run, next 
2 years. Cross section is higher than Belle II by 8× (1/s). 
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Visible decays of the dark photon

• If dark photon can’t decay to dark matter, it will decay to 
SM particles. Depending on mass, most useful final 
states are e+e-, μ+μ-, or π+π-.  

9

BaBar collab, PRL 113, 201801 (2014) 

KLOE-2 collab, PLB 757, 356 (2016)

256 BESIII Collaboration / Physics Letters B 774 (2017) 252–257

Fig. 2. The sum of the differences between the µ+µ!!ISR and e+e!!ISR event yields 
and their respective 4th order polynomials (dots with error bars). The solid his-
togram represents the exclusion limit with the 90% confidence, calculated with a 
profile likelihood approach and including the systematic uncertainty. The region 
around the J/" resonance between 2.95 and 3.2 GeV/c2 is excluded.

where i represents the i-th mass bin, # is the electromagnetic 
fine structure constant, m! " the dark photon mass, ! # the SM 
photon, and $l+l!

m (l = µ, e) the bin width of the lepton pair invari-
ant mass spectrum, 10 MeV/c2. The mass resolution of the lepton 
pairs determined with MC for e+e! and µ+µ! is between 5 and 
12 MeV/c2. The cross section ratio upper limit in Eq. (1) is de-
termined from the exclusion upper limit (Nup) corrected by the 
e!ciency loss (%) due to the bin width divided by the number of 
µ+µ!!ISR and e+e!!ISR events (NB) corrected as described below. 
The e!ciency loss caused by the incompleteness of signal events in 
one bin is calculated with 

! 5 MeV/c2

!5 MeV/c2 G(0, & ) dm/ 
! $
!$ G(0, & ) dm, 

where G(0, & ) is the Gaussian function used to describe the mass 
resolution.

The QED cross section &i(e+e! % ! # !ISR % l+l!!ISR) must 
only take into account annihilation processes of the initial e+e!

beam particles, where a dark photon could be produced. Thus, the 
event yield of the e+e!! final state has to be corrected due to the 
existence of SM Bhabha scattering. This correction is obtained in 
bins of me+e! by dividing the e+e! annihilation events only by the 
sum of events of the annihilation and Bhabha scattering processes. 
The first is generated with the phokhara event generator by gen-
erating the µ+µ!! final state and replacing the muon mass with 
the electron mass. The latter is generated with the babayaga@nlo

generator [24]. The correction factor varies between 2% and 8% de-
pending on me+e! .

The number of final states for the dark photon Nl+l!
f includes 

the phase space above the l+l! production threshold of the leptons 
l = µ, e, and is given by Nl+l!

f = 'tot/'ll [25], where 'll & '(! " %
l+l!) is the leptonic ! " width and 'tot is the total ! " width. These 
widths are taken from Ref. [25]

'll = #(2

3m2
! "

(m2
! " + 2m2

l )
"

m2
! " ! 4m2

l (2)

'tot = 'ee + 'µµ · (1 + R(
'

s)) , (3)

where 'ee & '(! " % e+e!), 'µµ & '(! " % µ+µ!), and R(
'

s) is 
the total hadronic cross section R value [26] as a function of 

'
s.

The systematic uncertainties are included in the calculation of 
the exclusion limit. The main source is the uncertainty of the R
value taken from Ref. [26], which enters the calculation of the 
Nl+l!

f and leads to a mass dependent systematic uncertainty be-
tween 3.0 and 6.0%. Other sources are background subtraction as 
described above (<0.5%), the fitting error of the polynomial fit 
to data (<1%), the Bhabha scattering correction factor using the
phokhara and babayaga@nlo event generator (<1%), and data-MC 
differences of the leptonic mass resolution. To quantify the latter 
one, we study the data-MC resolution difference of the J/" reso-
nance for the µ+µ! and e+e! decays, separately. The resonance is 
fitted with a double Gaussian function in data and MC simulation, 
and the width difference is (3.7 ±1.8)% for µ+µ! and (0.7 ±5.3)% 
for e+e! . The differences are taken into consideration in the cal-
culations, and the uncertainty in the differences (1%) is taken as 
the systematic uncertainty of the data-MC differences. The mass 
dependent total systematic uncertainty, which varies from 3.5 to 
6.5% depending on mass, is used bin-by-bin in the upper limit.

The final result, the mixing strength ( as a function of the dark 
photon mass, is shown in Fig. 3, including the systematic uncer-
tainties. It provides a comparable upper limit to BaBar [11,12] in 
the studied m! " mass range. Also shown are the exclusion limits 
from KLOE [27–30], WASA-at-COSY [31], HADES [32], PHENIX [33], 
A1 at MAMI [7,8], NA48/2 [34], APEX [35], and the beam-dump 
experiments E774 [9], and E141 [10]. The ( values, which would 
explain the discrepancy between the measurement and the SM cal-
culation of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon [3] are 
displayed in Fig. 3 as the bold solid line with a 2& band.

In conclusion, we perform a search for a dark photon in the 
mass range between 1.5 and 3.4 GeV/c2, where we do not observe 

Fig. 3. Exclusion limit at the 90% confidence level on the mixing parameter ( as a function of the dark photon mass. The bold solid line represents the ( values, which would 
explain the discrepancy between the measurement and the SM calculation of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon [3], together with its 2& band.

BESIII collab, PLB 774, 252 (2017)
With full ψ(3770) dataset, BESIII limits 

using μ+μ- will exceed BaBar   

Missing from this plot:  
LHCb PRL 124, 041801 (2020)
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• Belle II projection is derived from BaBar results.
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PTEP 2019, 123C01 E. Kou et al.

Fig. 211. Existing exclusion regions (90% CL) on the dark photon mixing parameter ! and mass MA! (solid
regions) for A! " "", with projected limits for Belle II and other future experiments (lines). (Figure reproduced
from Ref. [1838].)

two orders of magnitude larger than that available at BaBar), one can expect to observe an excess of
events due to dark photon decays to charged leptons or charged hadrons with a mixing parameter of
the order of a few# 10$4. This search requires the implementation of efficient L1 two-track triggers
and it will also profit from photon triggers due to the presence of a single high-energetic ISR photon.
In order to maintain a high L1 trigger efficiency for A! " e+e$, the unavoidable prescale factor for
radiative Bhabha events is ideally implemented as function of track charge and polar angle.

One can extrapolate the existing BaBar limits of dark photon decays into charged particles to
Belle II. The larger drift chamber radius of Belle II will yield an improved invariant mass resolution
(%a factor of 2) and better trigger efficiency for both muons (%a factor of 1.1) and electrons (%a
factor of 2) is expected. The projected upper limits for different values of integrated luminosity are
shown in Fig. 211.

16.2.4. Search for dark photons decaying into light dark matter in e+e$ " A!"+"$

Dark photons can also be searched for in the reaction e+e$ " A!µ+µ$, with subsequent decays of
the dark photon (also called a Z ! in this context) into a variety of final states [1839,1840], including
invisible ones. BaBar has performed this search for dark photon decays to muonic final states [1841],
and the same analysis is in preparation at the Belle experiment. For the invisible case, a kinematic
fit of the muons can be used to select events in which the missing energy is pointing into the barrel
calorimeter, which has the best hermiticity. The trigger for this final state is the muon pair, which may
be sensitive to higher A! masses than the single-photon trigger. A sensitivity to the mixing parameter
at the level of 10$4–10$3 can be expected in this channel.

16.3. Experiment: Quarkonium decay
16.3.1. Searches for BSM physics in invisible # (1S) decays
In the SM, invisible decays of # (1S) involving neutrinos in the final state are produced by bb̄
annihilation with Br[# (1S) " $$̄] & 10$5. Low-mass dark matter (i.e. with a mass smaller than
the mass of the b quark), if it exists, should enhance this Br [1819,1842]. The ARGUS, CLEO,
Belle, and BABAR experiments have studied this channel with limited data providing upper limits
to Br[# (1S) " invisible] < 3.0 # 10$4 at the 90% CL [1843–1846]. Low-mass dark matter can

528/654
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nloaded from
 https://academ

ic.oup.com
/ptep/article-abstract/2019/12/123C

01/5685006 by guest on 06 August 2020

Belle II projection from PTEP 
2019, 123C01 (2019)

lifetime is non-
negligible here; 

requires some work

Upper limit on ε 
scales as luminosity 𝓛0.25
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Indirect dark matter iDM
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• The dark photon couples to two dark matter states. The 
heavier χ2 decays to χ1 plus SM particles.  

• If χ2 is long-lived, this is the single  
photon analysis. Otherwise,  
photon plus displaced pair.   
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Belle II sensitivity on inelastic DM

Belle II single photon 
reach 20 fb-1 

BaBar single photon

dark matter 
thermal relic target

Belle II displaced 
vertex reach 20 fb-1 

 M. Duerr et al, JHEP 02, 039 (2020)

Belle II Detector (Torben Ferber) �5

χ1χ2

γ

χ1

e+
e-

Vertex detector

Drift chamber

Calorimeter

Muon system
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Z′, invisible or visible decays

• ; direct coupling to SM leptons, 2nd and 3rd 
generations only.  

• First Belle II physics paper: search for invisible decays. 
BaBar has published 4 muon search. 

Lμ − Lτ
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Scalar mediator
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Dark Higgsstrahlung

• Dark Higgs h′ produced in association with a dark 
photon A′.  

• If dark Higgs is long-lived, search for dark photon (only) 
decaying to two tracks.  
  - search previously done by KLOE 

• If dark Higgs decays to two dark photons, 6 track final 
state.  
  - searches done by Belle, BaBar
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Dark scalar S

• Mixes with Higgs; inherits mass-dependent couplings. 

• Produce through coupling to virtual top in . 

• Could be displaced, or live long  
enough to be invisible. 

• Belle II can reconstruct B decays 
that include invisible particles by 
fully reconstructing the other B in the 
event: “full event interpretation”. 

B → K(*)S

15

2

Belle II Detector (Torben Ferber) 19

displaced 
leptons or 
hadrons

photon in 
muon detector

kinked track

displaced multitrack 
vertices

displaced multitrack 
vertices in muon 
detector

non-pointing 
photons

disappearing 
track

displaced 
photons

Belle II Detector (Torben Ferber) 16

S

Light skalar

K+
μ+

μ-

B meson decay

FIG. 1. Schematic display of LLP final state signatures (left) and B ! KS (right) in Belle II. The detector plane is perpendicular

to the beam axis.

e.g. inelastic DM [2]).44

45

Displaced neutral final states If decays to SM fermions are kinematically forbidden or suppressed (e.g. B ! KS46

with mS < 2mµ), long-lived neutral mediators � will generally decay into pairs of (displaced) photons. Neutral final47

states also arise for long-lived pseudoscalar mediator a decays with decoupled production and decay, e.g. in multi-ALP48

models a1 ! a2a2, a2 ! ��, or in in B ! Ka decays. Light vector mediators A0 may decay into 3� if mA0 < 2me [11].49

The Belle II calorimeters o↵ers excellent energy and timing reconstruction (O(ns)), but the lateral segmentation does50

not allow to reconstruct displaced photon directly. We plan to explore the option to use shower shape information51

or advanced reconstruction methods, as well as pair-conversions or Dalitz-decays to detect non-pointing photons and52

displaced multi-photon vertices. We plan to investigate using the Belle II muon detector to access longer lifetimes at53

the expense of significantly worse energy resolution.54

55

Disappearing and kinked tracks Light charged mediators �± may result in decays of �±
! `± + inv. (kinked56

track), �±
! inv. (disappearing tracks if the charged decay daughter is too soft). These scenarios are often severely57

constrained from precision measurements of ↵QED(Q) or the electron magnetic moment (g�2)e, but we plan to study58

possible signatures that may have escaped detection so far.59

A DEDICATED LLP DETECTOR: GAZELLE60

We propose to study a new experiment GAZELLE (GAZELLE is the Approximately Zero-background Experiment for61

Long-Lived Exotics) at SuperKEKB, to search for LLPs. GAZELLE would be housed in the same building as Belle II62

and observe the same e+e� collisions. The relatively quiet background environment will allow GAZELLE to search63

for LLPs in a large variety of neutral and charged final states. The low boost of decay products typically results in64

wide angular separation which will allow a precise LLP mass determination. If the GAZELLE readout is synchronized65

with the Belle II readout, the visible decay products from B, D or ⌧ decays or associated initial state radiation in66

direct production that accompany production of the LLP, can be measured in Belle II and can lead to significant67

improvements of the LLP mass determination and rejection of backgrounds. Background levels are expected to be68

small compared to the LHC and beam-dump experiments. One focus will be the optimization of position of shielding69

against background that arise from K0
L decays produced in meson decays. The GAZELLE detector will require70

a reasonable timing resolution of O(100 ps) and a position resolution of O(10 cm) to detect displaced charged final71

states. For displaced neutral final states or very low momentum charged particles, a highly-segmented electromagnetic72

calorimeter could increase the sensitivity significantly. We plan to include studies of an optional add-on detector73

that utilizes emulsion/lead brick targets and is positioned in front of GAZELLE to search for neutrinos and very low74

momentum particles.75

76

In conclusion, we plan to study the LLP reach of Belle II and its connection to dark matter models and work out77
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Leptophilic scalar

• If coupling to quarks is suppressed, the scalar would be 
produced in association with a τ+τ- pair.  

• Decay would be to kinematically available lepton pairs 
  - at low masses, lifetime may be non-negligible. 
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Neutrino mediator
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Sterile neutrino in tau decay

• Use the large tau-pair sample available to Belle II to 
search for sterile neutrino N with mass < tau mass.  

• Lifetime produces displace vertex. Sufficient kinematic 
constraints to obtain sterile neutrino mass. 
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2

is di↵erent from that of Refs. [24–28], which rely primar-

ily on violation of lepton-number, lepton-flavor, or CP

symmetries, and from that of Ref. [47], which uses the

kinematics of ⌧ decays to search for the N and is not

sensitive for mN larger than a kinematic endpoint. Var-

ious proposed, dedicated long-lived-particle experiments

would be sensitive to a long-lived N [48–55]. However, in

most cases they lack the ability to identify the dominant

⌫⌧ mixing, particularly for the case mN < m⌧ .

As theoretical framework, we use the generic form

of seesaw models [56–62], where the SM neutrinos ⌫`

(` = e, µ, ⌧) are mainly the light fields ⌫i, with small ad-

mixtures of extra fields Nj , which are heavier and sterile

under the SM gauge interactions:

⌫` =
3X

i=1

U`i⌫i +
X

j

V`NjNj . (1)

While each seesaw model contains specific relations be-

tween masses and mixings, here we take a more model-

independent approach where mNj and V`Nj are indepen-

dent parameters. We focus on scenarios where one of

the sterile neutrinos Nj can be produced in ⌧ lepton de-

cays, i.e. mNj < m⌧ . Henceforth we discard the index

j to refer to that neutrino. Moreover, we study the case

|V⌧N | � |VeN |, |VµN |, in which the N mixes mainly with

the ⌧ neutrino, and its mixing with the electron or muon

neutrinos can be neglected. Particular interest in this

scenario stems from the fact that existing limits on |VeN |
and |VµN | are much tighter than those on |V⌧N |, because
electrons and muons are experimentally easier to identify

than ⌧ leptons. Thus, our simplified model is described

by the e↵ective Lagrangian

L =� gp
2
W

+
µ V

⇤
⌧NN�

µ
PL⌧ + h.c.

� g

2 cos ✓W
ZµV

⇤
⌧NN�

µ
PL⌫⌧ + h.c., (2)

where g is the SM electroweak coupling constant, ✓W

is the Weinberg angle, W+
µ and Zµ are the heavy elec-

troweak gauge boson fields, and PL is the left-handed

projection operator.

To probe this scenario, we propose to search for a long-

lived N produced via ⌧
� ! X

�
1 N , taking advantage of

copious e+e� ! ⌧
+
⌧
� events at B-factory experiments.

Since we study the case with dominant V⌧N mixing, the

only sizeable charged-current decay of the N is N !
⌧W

⇤. However, this decay is kinematically forbidden by

the condition mN < m⌧ . Therefore, the N must decay

via the neutral-current decay N ! ⌫⌧X2, mediated by

⌧± N ⌫⌧

X±
1

X2

W ⇤
Z⇤

1

FIG. 1. The proposed decay chain, ⌧ ! X1N followed by

N ! ⌫⌧X2.

the Zµ term of Eq. (2). The complete decay chain is

shown in Fig. (1).

Our aim here is to estimate the sensitivity of the pro-

posed B-factory search to the mixing |V⌧N |2. The num-

ber of observed events should be given by:

N = N⌧⌧ ⇥ B(⌧ ! X1N)⇥ B(N ! ⌫⌧X2)⇥ a⇥ ✏, (3)

where N⌧⌧ is the total number of tau lepton pairs pro-

duced, B denotes a branching fraction, a is the accep-

tance (which is essentially the probability for N to decay

inside the detector), and ✏ is the reconstruction e�ciency.

We focus on the case in which X
±
1 is either ⇡± or ⇡±

⇡
0.

Limiting X1 to hadronic states facilitates the application

of the constraints discussed below, which greatly reduce

the backgrounds. Use of the leptonic modes X1 = `⌫

roughly doubles the exploited ⌧ branching fraction, and

is recommended for the actual data analysis. Since these

modes do not satisfy the above-mentioned constraints,

their study requires full detector simulation, which is

beyond the scope of the current study. In addition,

three-pion and four-pion final states may be used to fur-

ther increase the sensitivity. The branching fractions

B(⌧ ! ⇡N) and B(⌧ ! ⇡⇡N) can be obtained after

replacing N ! ⌧ and ` ! N in Eqs. (3) and (5) of

Ref. [63].

We further focus our study on the case in which X2

is e
+
e
� or µ

+
µ
�, and use the corresponding branching

fractions B(N ! ⌫⌧X2), obtained from Ref. [68]. These

leptonic branching fractions are approximately 2% each,

for mN & 800 MeV. Hadronic X2 final states with at

least two charged pions (needed in order to clearly detect

a displaced vertex) are recommended for the actual data

analysis, and we comment on them below.

To estimate the acceptance a for the Belle II detector,

we generate signal events using EvtGen [64] with beam

energies Ee� = 7 GeV, Ee+ = 4 GeV. Events are pro-

duced for N mass values mN = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.3,

and 1.6 GeV, with various values of |V⌧N |2, using the N
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FIG. 2. Distributions of the N mass solutions m2 vs. m1 (top

plots) and of the ⌧ CM-energy solutions E2 vs. E1 (bottom

plots) for signal events generated with mN = 1 GeV (left

plots) and for KL background events (right plots). Bin color

indicates the bin content in arbitrary units.

width of 47 MeV, and a tail due to rare emission of hard

ISR photons. After convolving the E2-vs.-E1 distribu-

tion with the E
true
⌧ distribution, we find that requiring

either E1 > 5 GeV or 5 < E2 < 5.8 GeV retains 75% of

the signal while rejecting 75% of the background. This

gives a sense of the background suppression capability

provided by E1 and E2.

An optimal way to determine the signal yield in the

final data analysis is to fit the m2-vs.-m1 distribution of

the data to the sum of a signal distribution plus a back-

ground distribution. The signal distribution will be ob-

tained from simulated signal events generated with par-

ticular values of mN and |V⌧N |2. The background distri-

bution can also be obtained from simulation of generic

events, validated with control samples. These should

be mostly e
+
e
� ! ⌧

+
⌧
� events reconstructed in spe-

cific decays, including ⌧ ! ⇡KL⌫ with KL ! ⇡µ⌫ and

⌧ ! ⇡KS⌫ with KS ! ⇡
+
⇡
�. For each point in (mN ,

|V⌧N |2) space, the fit gives the signal yield and the local

signal significance. Various methods exist for converting

this into the global significance, which accounts for the

a-priori lack of knowledge of mN [70].

Conducting these fits is beyond the scope of this study.

Rather, we estimate the results of a simple cut in lieu of

a fit. Using the distributions of Fig. 2 we find that a bin-

by-bin cut that retains 90% of the signal events rejects

over 97% of the background. The combination of these

simple cuts on E2 vs. E1 and m2 vs. m1 retains 6 back-

ground events in the entire Belle II sample. From this,

we conclude that a more sophisticated analysis with the

full Belle II data set can come close to being background-
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Belle II (+ other modes)
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FIG. 3. Expected 95% confidence-level limits on the coupling

|V⌧N |2 vs. the N mass, obtainable from ⌧� ! X1N , N !
X2⌫ for X1 = ⇡�(⇡0) and X2 = `+`� at BaBar (yellow),

Belle (green) and Belle II (red). Also shown is the potential

impact of adding the modes X1 = `⌫ and X2 = ⇡+⇡�. For

comparison we also plot current limits from DELPHI [37].

free, and assume an additional e�ciency loss of 75% to

account for these cuts. Based on this rough estimate,

we show in Fig. 3 the expected limits on |V⌧N |2 as a

function of mass, given the data samples of the BaBar,

Belle, and Belle II experiments. Fig. 3 also shows the

impact of using the final states decays X1 = `⌫ and

X2 = ⇡
+
⇡
�, assuming the same signal e�ciency as for

the X1 = ⇡, X2 = `
+
`
� mode. The branching fraction

for N ! ⌫⇡
+
⇡
� is taken from Ref. [68].

In summary, we propose a new search for a sterile neu-

trino N with mN < m⌧ that mixes predominantly with

the ⌧ neutrino. Having negligible mixing with the ⌫e and

⌫µ, N evades detection in most searches that require a

final-state lepton. The current best limits, obtained by

DELPHI, can be surpassed by carrying out the proposed

search at current and near-future B-factories, making use

of their large samples of e+e� ! ⌧
+
⌧
� events to produce

the N via ⌧ ! X1N decays. Our method exploits the

long lifetime of N in this mass range to greatly suppress

background. We propose kinematic and vertex-based

constraints to further suppress background and measure

the N mass if signal is observed. Since these constraints

hold when X1 a hadronic system, we do not study the

case X1 = `⌫ in detail. Since this case roughly doubles

the available branching fraction and does not su↵er from

the ⌧ ! ⇡KL⌫ background, we include it in the final sen-

sitivity estimation with the caveat that it requires further

study.
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Axion-like particles
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Direct ALP (a) production

• Relies only on coupling to γ  

• Recent Belle II paper requires three distinct photons; 
other topologies are possible (long lived, merged). 

20

Belle II collab., arXiv:2007.13071 (2020)
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ALP production in B decay

• Can also be produced through its coupling to the virtual 
W in the decay , followed by .  
  - ALP can be long lived

B → K(*)a a → γγ

21

DIPHOTON SPECTRUM
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FIG. 1: The diphoton mass distribution of ALP candidates,
m�� , together with Monte Carlo predictions of leading back-
ground processes normalized to data luminosity.

the B± candidate constituents and the second with the98

ROE; particle identification information on the kaon can-99

didate; second Legendre moment of the ROE, calculated100

relative to the B± thrust axis; helicity angle of the most101

energetic photon forming the a candidate and helicity an-102

gle of the kaon candidate; energy of most energetic pho-103

ton forming the a candidate; invariant mass of the ROE;104

multiplicity of neutral candidates in the event; invariant105

masses of diphoton pairs, defined to include only one of106

the photons forming the a candidate, that are closest to107

the masses of the ⇡0, ⌘, and ⌘0 mesons. The ALP mass108

is specifically excluded to limit potential bias in the clas-109

sifier. Both BDTs are trained on samples of promptly110

decaying signal events and simulated backgrounds.111

The final dataset is selected by applying criteria on112

the two BDT scores (a minimum score of 0.13 on113

the continuum-trained BDT, 0.15 on the B+B�-trained114

BDT), allowing multiple candidates per event. These115

criteria are independent of the particular ALP mass hy-116

pothesis. The resulting diphoton invariant mass distribu-117

tion is shown in Fig. 1. The background is dominated by118

continuum quark production, together with peaking con-119

tributions from B± ! K±h0 and B± ! ⇡±h0 decays for120

h0 = ⇡0, ⌘, ⌘0. We observe an excess at the ⌘c mass with121

a local significance of 2.6�, consistent with the measured122

world average BF (B± ! K±⌘c, ⌘c ! ��) [43]. We set123

conservative upper limits on an ALP signal at that mass124

by assuming the events in the excess originate from the125

ALP signal. Agreement between data and MC predic-126

tions of event counts is observed to be 18% or better for127

all diphoton masses below 1.5GeV, and is observed to be128

22% on average over the range ma > 1.5GeV.129

We extract the signal yield of promptly decaying ALPs130

by performing a series of unbinned maximum likelihood131

fits of a hypothetical signal peak over a smooth back-132

ground. We perform fits for 461 signal mass hypotheses133
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FIG. 2: The distribution of signal events (Ns) and local signal
significance (Ss) from fits as a function of ma for prompt ALP
decays.

with a scan step size equal to the signal resolution, �. 134

The latter is determined by fitting the signal sample at 135

each simulated ALP mass with a double-sided Crystal 136

Ball function [41], and interpolating the results to the 137

remaining mass hypotheses. The resolution ranges from 138

8MeV nearma = 0.175GeV to 14MeV nearma = 2GeV, 139

and decreasing back to 2MeV near ma = 4.78GeV as a 140

result of the constraint imposed on the mass of the B±
141

meson candidate in the kinematic fit. The MC predic- 142

tions are validated using a sample of B± ! K±⇡0 and 143

B± ! K±⌘ decays. The simulated ⇡0 and ⌘ mass reso- 144

lutions agree with the data within 3%. 145

The unbinned likelihood fits are performed over dipho- 146

ton mass intervals, each of which has a width varying 147

between 30–70� with the constraint 0.11GeV < ma < 148

4.8GeV. The mass-dependent interval size is established 149

to be su�ciently broad as to fix the continuum back- 150

ground shape. The likelihood function includes contri- 151

butions from signal, continuum background components, 152

and, where needed, peaking components describing the 153

⇡0, ⌘ and ⌘0 resonances. The signal probability den- 154

sity function (pdf) is described by a non-parametric ker- 155

nel density function modeled from the signal MC mass 156

distribution and extrapolated between simulated mass 157

points [42]. The systematic uncertainty on the signal 158

yield derived from this procedure is estimated to be on 159

average 3% of the corresponding statistical uncertainty. 160

The continuum background is modeled by a second- 161

order polynomial for ma < 1.35GeV, and by a first-order 162

polynomial at larger masses. The shape of the peak- 163

ing ⇡0, ⌘ and ⌘0 resonances contain two components: a 164

narrow peak from B± ! K±h0 decays, and a broader 165

resonance peak originating from continuum quark pro- 166

duction. We therefore model the peaks as a sum of the 167

signal template shape and a Gaussian whose mean and 168

width are fixed by fits to MC. The normalization of each 169
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• Peaking backgrounds observed at                 masses ⇡0/⌘/⌘0
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• The coupling         predicts both ALP BF and lifetime

• Use limit on BF as function of lifetime to set limit on

gaW
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BABAR preliminary

• Improve limit on 
coupling by over 
2 orders of 
magnitude for 
many masses!

BaBar collab; see B. Shuve, ICHEP2020

C. Hearty | dark sectors at e+e- colliders | Snowmass RF-6 kickoff

reinterpretation of NA48/2, NA62, E949, KTeV in 
PRL 118, 111802 (2017); π0 mass excluded 



Long-lived particles / invisible decays
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Searches for long-lived particles at Belle II

• Long-lived particles can arise in any of the three portals, 
giving a variety of signatures:  
  - displaced charged particles 
    (e.g. ) 
  - displaced neutral (e.g. ) 
  - kinked, “disappearing” tracks. 

• Belle II triggering and reconstruction 
capabilities in some of these areas  
will need to be quantified / optimized.

A′ → e+e−

a → γγ
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FIG. 1. Schematic display of LLP final state signatures (left) and B ! KS (right) in Belle II. The detector plane is perpendicular

to the beam axis.

e.g. inelastic DM [2]).44

45

Displaced neutral final states If decays to SM fermions are kinematically forbidden or suppressed (e.g. B ! KS46

with mS < 2mµ), long-lived neutral mediators � will generally decay into pairs of (displaced) photons. Neutral final47

states also arise for long-lived pseudoscalar mediator a decays with decoupled production and decay, e.g. in multi-ALP48

models a1 ! a2a2, a2 ! ��, or in in B ! Ka decays. Light vector mediators A0 may decay into 3� if mA0 < 2me [11].49

The Belle II calorimeters o↵ers excellent energy and timing reconstruction (O(ns)), but the lateral segmentation does50

not allow to reconstruct displaced photon directly. We plan to explore the option to use shower shape information51

or advanced reconstruction methods, as well as pair-conversions or Dalitz-decays to detect non-pointing photons and52

displaced multi-photon vertices. We plan to investigate using the Belle II muon detector to access longer lifetimes at53

the expense of significantly worse energy resolution.54

55

Disappearing and kinked tracks Light charged mediators �± may result in decays of �±
! `± + inv. (kinked56

track), �±
! inv. (disappearing tracks if the charged decay daughter is too soft). These scenarios are often severely57

constrained from precision measurements of ↵QED(Q) or the electron magnetic moment (g�2)e, but we plan to study58

possible signatures that may have escaped detection so far.59

A DEDICATED LLP DETECTOR: GAZELLE60

We propose to study a new experiment GAZELLE (GAZELLE is the Approximately Zero-background Experiment for61

Long-Lived Exotics) at SuperKEKB, to search for LLPs. GAZELLE would be housed in the same building as Belle II62

and observe the same e+e� collisions. The relatively quiet background environment will allow GAZELLE to search63

for LLPs in a large variety of neutral and charged final states. The low boost of decay products typically results in64

wide angular separation which will allow a precise LLP mass determination. If the GAZELLE readout is synchronized65

with the Belle II readout, the visible decay products from B, D or ⌧ decays or associated initial state radiation in66

direct production that accompany production of the LLP, can be measured in Belle II and can lead to significant67

improvements of the LLP mass determination and rejection of backgrounds. Background levels are expected to be68

small compared to the LHC and beam-dump experiments. One focus will be the optimization of position of shielding69

against background that arise from K0
L decays produced in meson decays. The GAZELLE detector will require70

a reasonable timing resolution of O(100 ps) and a position resolution of O(10 cm) to detect displaced charged final71

states. For displaced neutral final states or very low momentum charged particles, a highly-segmented electromagnetic72

calorimeter could increase the sensitivity significantly. We plan to include studies of an optional add-on detector73

that utilizes emulsion/lead brick targets and is positioned in front of GAZELLE to search for neutrinos and very low74

momentum particles.75

76

In conclusion, we plan to study the LLP reach of Belle II and its connection to dark matter models and work out77
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Invisible decays

• Long-lived particles can also produce “invisible” decays. 

• Clean e+e- environment enables such searches.  

• Belle and BaBar: invisible decays of the B0 and Υ(1S). 

• BESIII: J/ψ, D0, η, η′  
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Dedicated long-lived particle detector: GAZELLE

• Proposal is to investigate the physics case for a 
dedicated detector located near Belle II.  
  - directly detect LLPs that in Belle II will be missing / 
invisible.  

• Readout synchronized with Belle II. Also Belle II trigger?  

• With appropriate shielding, backgrounds should be small 
compared to LHC and beam dump experiments. 
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Summary

• e+e- colliders can study a wide range of dark sector 
models.  

• Existing experiments have published a number of results. 
Belle II will accumulate a significantly larger dataset over 
the next decade. BESIII will increase by 7–8×. 

• Long-lived new particles may be particularly interesting. 
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